Both language capacity and strongly lateralized hand preference are among the most intriguing particularities of the human species. They are associated in the adult brain with functional and anatomical hemispheric asymmetries in the speech perception--production network and in the sensori-motor system. Only studies in early life can help us to understand how such asymmetries arise during brain development, and to which point structural left--right differences are the source or the consequence of functional lateralization. In this study, we aimed to provide new in vivo structural markers of hemispheric asymmetries in infants from 1 to 4 months of age, with diffusion tensor imaging. We used 3 complementary analysis methods based on local diffusion indices and spatial localizations of tracts. After a prospective approach over the whole brain, we demonstrated early leftward asymmetries in the arcuate fasciculus and in the cortico-spinal tract. These results suggest that the early macroscopic geometry, microscopic organization, and maturation of these white matter bundles are related to the development of later functional lateralization.
Introduction
Among the most intriguing particularities of humans are their language capacity and strongly lateralized hand preference. These behavioral features are sustained by functional hemispheric asymmetries in the speech perception--production network and in the sensori-motor system. They are also associated in the adult brain with structural differences between the left and right hemispheres (for review Toga and Thompson 2003) . However such studies cannot disentangle whether structural differences arise from functional asymmetries or whether they are biologically rooted tendencies that lead to specific behavioral features in the human species. Only developmental studies can help us to decipher the temporal relationship between structural and functional asymmetries, by taking advantage of the progressive development during childhood of lateralized functions such as language and handedness. Early infancy is thus an ideally suited time window to search for brain structural asymmetries that would precede the later behavioral expression of the corresponding lateralized functions.
Infants initially use both hands indifferently (Corbetta and Thelen 1999; Ronnqvist and Domellof 2006) , then preference for one hand becomes clear generally from 18 months of age on (Fagard and Marks 2000) and is more and more pronounced during the following years (Ingram 1975a) . Lateralization of linguistic capacities is behaviorally assessed with dichotic listening. When different syllables are simultaneously presented to both ears, adults are better able to report the syllables presented in the right ear, which is interpreted as reflecting the left hemisphere advantage to process speech (Kimura 1967) . As for handedness, asymmetry becomes more obvious with age and a right-ear advantage is robustly observed in children after 3 years of age (Ingram 1975b) . Earlier behavioral signs of lateralization have been looked for in both domains. For example, Ottaviano et al. (1989) observed a right-hand preference in spontaneous activity of full-term newborns, and Bertoncini et al. (1989) reported a right-ear advantage for speech stimuli in neonates. However, these studies are sparse and their results were not always replicated (Best 1988) . This can be due to difficulties to obtain behavioral evidence at a young age or to an initial fragile lateralization. The few existing brain imaging studies also suggest some early functional asymmetry (Dehaene-Lambertz, Hertz-Pannier, . The amplitude of event-related potentials to auditory stimuli is larger over the left hemisphere than the right in 2-month-old infants (Dehaene-Lambertz 2000) , and the hemodynamic response to sentences of the native language is significantly asymmetric in the posterior superior temporal region in neonates (Pen˜a et al. 2003 ) and 3 month olds (Dehaene-Lambertz et al. 2002 ; Dehaene-Lambertz, HertzPannier, Dubois, Meriaux, et al. 2006) . Thus, although the asymmetry toward the left hemisphere for linguistic and motor tasks becomes more pronounced during childhood, some behavioral and brain imaging studies point out toward early functional differences between the left and right hemispheres.
Are these early functional left-right differences sustained by corresponding structural differences? Actually, macroscopic leftright differences are present from the fetal life on. Post-mortem studies have shown that some cortical gyri, such as the superior frontal gyrus, the superior temporal gyrus and Heschl's gyrus appear in the right hemisphere 1 or 2 weeks earlier than in the left (Chi et al. 1977) , and a recent neuroimaging study in preterm newborns has revealed a right temporal sulcus larger than the left (Dubois et al. 2007) . By contrast, the planum temporale and Heschl's gyrus are larger on the left side in fetuses and infants (Witelson and Pallie 1973; Chi et al. 1977; Galaburda and Geschwind 1981) , as also shown in adults (Hochberg and Le May 1975; Rademacher et al. 1993; Penhune et al. 1996; Rademacher, Morosan, et al. 2001) . In neonates, gray and white matter volumes are larger in the left hemisphere, contrarily to adults (Gilmore et al. 2007) , and anatomical and physiological asymmetries continue to evolve during childhood and adolescence (Chiron et al. 1997; Paus et al. 1999; Sowell et al. 2002) .
To progress beyond gross regional differences into the early asymmetrical local organization of the linguistic and motor networks, we aimed in this study to identify new structural markers of brain asymmetry in infants. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) (see for a review Le Bihan et al. 2001 ) is currently the gold standard to explore white matter organization and maturation in vivo in newborns and children (see for reviews Beaulieu 2002; Neil et al. 2002) . Even in weakly myelinated brains, the main fiber tracts are clearly identifiable , and DTI indices have been shown to be differentially affected by bundles maturation with age (Table 1 ; Dubois et al. 2008) . A better organization and stronger coherence of fibers in parallel bundles leads to higher fractional anisotropy (FA) and longitudinal diffusivity (k // ) and to a lower transverse diffusivity (k ? ) without change in mean diffusivity ( <D >). Myelination by itself also affects these indices. During ''premyelination'' stages, the isotropic proliferation of cells, prolongations, intracellular compartments and membranes uniformly reduces all diffusivity indices ( <D >, k ? , k // ) with no effect on anisotropy. Then, subsequent ''true'' myelination of fiber fascicles (corresponding to the ensheathment of oligodendroglial processes around the axons) increases FA, associated with lower <D > and k ? , and without difference in k // .
In adults, DTI has highlighted numerous interhemispheric differences (Cao et al. 2003; Park et al. 2004; Fabiano et al. 2005; Gong et al. 2005) . Diffusion in both the left arcuate fasciculus and the precentral gyrus contra-lateral to the dominant hand appeared more anisotropic than their counterparts (Buchel et al. 2004) , which may imply a higher coherence in tissue organization of these bundles. The auditory-language network delineated by 3D tractography (see for a review Mori and van Zijl 2002) is also asymmetrical (Parker et al. 2005; Powell et al. 2006) . We thus evaluated in this study whether structural asymmetries could be detected by DTI in the infant language-related and sensori-motor networks. Left--right differences were assessed in healthy infants from 1 to 4 months of age, with 3 different analysis methods based on local diffusion indices and spatial localization of tracts. We demonstrated early asymmetries of the arcuate fasciculus and the cortico-spinal tract which suggest that the macro-and microscopic structural organization and maturation of these networks underlie the setting up of brain functional lateralization.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Twenty-three healthy full-term infants, born between January 2004 and July 2005 (mean maturational age, that is, chronological age corrected for the gestational age at birth: 10.3 ± 3.8 weeks, range: 3.9--18.4 weeks; 12 boys, 11 girls), were included in this study after their parents gave written informed consent. Recruitment was based on the civil lists of births in the south districts of Paris: parents of newborns were notified by mail about the study, and, if interested, further details were explained to them by phone. No sedation was used and the infants were spontaneously asleep during magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Particular care was taken to minimize the noise exposure, by using customized headphones and by covering the magnet bore with a noise protection foam. The study was approved by the regional ethical committee for biomedical research.
Data Acquisition DTI acquisition has been reported in a previous paper . Briefly, the acquisition was performed on a 1.5T MRI system (Signa LX, GEMS, Milwaukee, WI), using a birdcage head coil and a diffusion weighted-spin echo-echo planar imaging technique (b = 700 s/mm 2 , time echo/time repetition = 89.6 ms/13.8 s, 14--30 encoding orientations diffusion gradient to keep a similar signal-tonoise ratio across subjects, acquisition time = 3 min 40 s to 7 min 20 s). Thirty axial slices covering the whole brain were imaged, with a spatial resolution interpolated to 0.94 3 0.94 3 2.5 mm 3 at reconstruction (field of view = 24 3 24 cm 2 , matrix = 256 3 256). Conventional MR images were acquired with a T 2 -weighted fast spin-echo sequence which yields the best anatomical contrast between gray and white matter in the infants' brain (spatial resolution 1.04 3 1.04 3 2 mm 3 ).
Data Postprocessing
Data processing was performed using BrainVISA software for DTI data preparation and white matter tract reconstruction (Cointepas et al. 2003 , http://brainvisa.info/), and Statistical Parameter Mapping software for image normalization and voxel-based analyses (SPM5, FIL, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/).
Image Preparation
The DW images were corrected for the geometric distortions due to eddy currents (Mangin et al. 2002) , and the diffusion tensor was estimated on a voxel-by-voxel basis. Maps of FA and mean ( <D >), transverse (k ? ), and longitudinal (k // ) diffusivities were calculated (Pierpaoli and Basser 1996) .
Creation of FA Template and Image Normalization
To normalize all DTI scalar maps into a common space, we first created, with an optimized procedure, a FA template which was specific to the infants group. Individual T2-weighted conventional images were nonlinearly normalized to an anatomical infant template (DehaeneLambertz et al. 2002, http://www.unicog.org/main/pages.php?page=Infants) . The transformation parameters were applied to each corresponding coregistered FA map, and these normalized FA maps were averaged over the group to create a native FA template (spatial resolution: 2 3 2 3 2 mm 3 ), which retains existing left-right differences. To create a FA template that includes these differences, all native FA maps (N) and corresponding FA maps flipped on the left-right axis (F) were subsequently nonlinearly normalized to the native template, and the resulting maps were averaged. For the analyses, both native and flipped individual FA maps were normalized to this final FA template, and the resulting transformations were applied to diffusivity maps ( <D >, k ? , k // ) in each infant.
Bundles Tractography
The arcuate fasciculus and the cortico-spinal tract were reconstructed in each infant by tractography using a nonlinear algorithm based on the regularization of a particle trajectory (Perrin et al. 2005; Dubois et al. 2008) . A mask to exclude voxels belonging to the cortex or corticospinal fluid was defined (FA smaller than 0.15 or <D > higher than 2.10 -3 mm 2 /s), and different segments of the tracts were identified ) by using regions of interest (detailed below) that were both tractography seeds, regions of selection and regions of split.
The study of the arcuate fasciculus required some methodological adaptations because of its particularly low maturation in the infant Table 1 Model of relationships between asymmetries of white matter microstructure and diffusion indices during brain development (also see Dubois et al. 2008 ): side A is compared with side B
brain. First, the fasciculus could not be tracked continuously between the fronto-parietal and temporal lobes in all infants, because of the sharp curvature and low anisotropy of the parieto-temporal loop fibers at these ages. Such a limitation has been described in children from 6 to 17 years old (Eluvathingal et al. 2007 ). Second, it was not possible to reconstruct consistently the frontal portion of the tract, because of insufficient diffusion anisotropy in this age range (Zhang et al. 2007 ). Hence, 3 tractography seeds were placed in the parietal and temporal lobes, and at the level of the parieto-temporal loop, which resulted in 2 segments (parietal and temporal, Fig. 1a) .
By contrast, the cortico-spinal tract was isolated as a whole, using tractography seeds localized at the level of the cerebral peduncles, the posterior limb of the internal capsule, and the low and high centrum semiovale. Four segments were studied (Fig. 1b) : segment 1 in the midbrain below the cerebral peduncles, segment 2 between the cerebral peduncles and the posterior limb of the internal capsule, segment 3 between the posterior limb of the internal capsule and the low centrum semiovale, and segment 4 between the low and the high centrum semiovale.
Individual binary masks of the arcuate fasciculus and cortico-spinal tract were generated by considering all voxels crossed by tracked fibers, and masks were flipped on the left-right axis. Then both the native and flipped masks were normalized using the transformations created for the corresponding FA maps.
Study of Interhemispheric Asymmetries
As a first approach, we used a whole brain ''voxel-based'' analysis of FA index to examine where structural asymmetries, if any, were present (Analysis A). Similar analyses conducted for diffusivities ( <D >, k ? , and k // ) were performed but are not presented, as equivalent results were obtained for FA and k // , and no asymmetry was found for <D > and k ? . As asymmetries observed with Analysis A could be related to genuine left-right differences in tracts microstructure, but also to residual differences in the localization or geometry of the tracts, still present despite normalization, we conducted 2 complementary analyses focused on the arcuate fasciculus and cortico-spinal tract isolated by tractography: we first compared their localization and geometry on both sides using a voxel-based analysis of the reconstructed segments (Analysis B), and then analyzed the left-right differences of diffusion indices (FA, <D >, k ? , k // ) as measured within the tracts (Analysis C).
Whole Brain Voxel-Based Analysis of FA Asymmetry (Analysis A) An asymmetry map between the normalized native and flipped FA maps (N -F)/(N + F) was calculated for each infant and smoothed with a 5-mm Gaussian filter. The filter size was adapted according to the small size of cerebral structures in infants and to the image spatial resolution. Interhemispheric asymmetries were evaluated by testing the nullity of these maps over the group with a one-tailed paired t-test on a voxel-byvoxel basis. The analysis mask (volume: 156 513 voxels) excluded voxels with low FA ( <0.15) or high <D > ( >2.10 -3 mm 2 /s). Statistical thresholds were considered at the voxel level at P FDR-corr < 0.05 after correction for multiple comparisons with ''false discovery rate'' (FDR) approach, and at the cluster level at P corr < 0.001 (clusters of at least 55 voxels).
Voxel-Based Analysis of the Asymmetry of Tracts Localization and Geometry (Analysis B)
To study the localization and geometry of the arcuate fasciculus and the cortico-spinal tract on both sides across infants, we performed a voxelbased analysis on the corresponding normalized tract segments. This isolates the tracts from surrounding tissue and avoids partial volume effects. An asymmetry map between the normalized native and flipped tract maps (N -F)/(N + F) was computed in each infant for all segments, and we tested the nullity of these maps over the infants group (onetailed paired t-test, statistical thresholds: at the voxel level after FDR correction P FDR-corr < 0.05, at the cluster level P FDR-corr < 0.001, clusters of at least 10 voxels). As the analysis mask was the sum of all individual tract masks, its volume depended on the tract segment (arcuate fasciculus: 2472 and 1317 voxels for temporal and parietal segments respectively; cortico-spinal tract: 526, 754, 648, and 1336 voxels for segment 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively).
To provide a visual outline of the tracts localization and geometry over the group, we calculated their probability maps, which correspond to the average of the normalized tract masks over the infants group (Ciccarelli et al. 2003) . The probability P in each voxel thus means that this voxel belongs to the tract in (total number of infants) 3 P infants (Burgel et al. 2006) . Furthermore, left-right differences in the tracts volumes were evaluated over the group through asymmetry ratios (L -R)/(L + R) (one-tailed paired t-test, P < 0.05 after correction for multiple comparisons with FDR approach).
Analysis of Diffusion Indices Asymmetry within the Tracts (Analysis C)
To analyze differences in the tracts microstructure, we computed the diffusion indices (FA, <D >, k ? , k // ) in each infant tract segment (Glenn et al. 2003; Dubois et al. 2006) , and an asymmetry ratio (L -R)/(L + R) was computed for each index (FA, <D >, k ? , k // ). We tested the nullity of this ratio over the infants group using a one-tailed paired t-test (P < 0.05 after correction for multiple comparisons with FDR approach).
Age-Related Effects
Because the brain is rapidly growing and diffusion indices are dramatically changing during infancy , we also studied whether asymmetries between the left and the right hemispheres evolved with age. Using analyses similar to above for asymmetry maps and ratios, we computed age-related linear regressions for all leftright differences (difference maps between normalized native and flipped maps (N -F) for Analyses A and B, or differences between left and right volumes or diffusion indices (L -R) for Analysis C). Contrarily to asymmetry maps and ratios, such differences are not normalized for interindividual variability, related notably to age. As no significant effect of age was observed in any case, these analyses are not further considered.
Results
The voxel-based analysis of FA asymmetry over the whole brain (Analysis A) revealed 7 significantly asymmetrical clusters (Table 2, Fig. 2 ). We will consider in turn the arcuate fasciculus, the cortico-spinal tract, and finally the other clusters.
Asymmetry of the Arcuate Fasciculus
On Analysis A, the highest t value was observed in the temporal white matter where FA was higher on the left side (Fig. 2a, cluster no. 1 of 309 voxels, t = 17.12/P FDR-corr < 0.001). Another cluster, more dorsal and posterior, was also asymmetrical but with higher FA on the right side (Fig. 2b , cluster no. 3 of 133 voxels, t = 8.26/P FDR-corr < 0.001). The superposition of these clusters over the arcuate fasciculus probability map showed that the first cluster was located inside the tract, whereas the second one was located on its superior aspect (Fig. 2a,b) . Such close localizations with effects of opposite sign suggested that the left and right temporal segments of the arcuate fasciculus might not be perfectly realigned by the normalization process.
Indeed, the superposition of the left and right probability maps visually showed that the localization and geometry of the temporal segment of the arcuate fasciculus was different between both hemispheres (Fig. 3a) . The left fasciculus was more posterior and significantly larger (left/right volumes: 1310 ± 367 mm 3 /822 ± 372 mm 3 ; t = 4.75/P < 0.001). Moreover, the presence of 2 branches in the temporal segment on axial views was more frequent on the left side than on the right (15/23 and 5/23, respectively).
This asymmetry in localization and geometry of the temporal segment was subsequently confirmed by the voxel-based analysis conducted on the bundle masks (Analysis B), which showed an extended left fasciculus in comparison with the right (Fig. 3b; cluster of 79 voxels, t = 6.42/P FDR-corr = 0.002). This cluster had the same localization than cluster 1 in Analysis A (Fig. 2a) , but was smaller. Conversely, no left-right difference was observed for the parietal part of the arcuate fasciculus.
Finally, the analysis of diffusion indices over the arcuate fasciculus segments (Analysis C, Table 3 , Fig. 4a ) showed a higher FA in the left parietal segment, which suggests either a higher organization or an advanced ''true'' myelination (Table 1 ). In the left temporal segment, <D >, and k // were higher, relying probably on a delay in the ''pre''-myelination stages on that side (Table 1) .
Asymmetry of the Cortico-Spinal Tract
The voxel-based analysis of FA asymmetry (Analysis A) also revealed that the left cortico-spinal tract between the cerebral peduncles and the posterior limb of the internal capsule, had a higher anisotropy than its right counterpart (Fig. 2c , cluster no. 7 of 69 voxels, t = 5.21/P FDR-corr = 0.008). This cluster was precisely located in the fascicle reconstructed by tractography (Fig. 2c) .
The voxel-based analysis on tract localization (Analysis B) did not detect asymmetry for any segment of the cortico-spinal tract, suggesting that these tracts have the same geometry in both hemispheres.
The analysis of diffusion indices (Analysis C) in the 4 segments uncovered several asymmetries (Table 3 , Fig. 4b ), which can reflect asymmetries in the tract organization and maturation (Table 1 ). In the midbrain segment, FA was higher and k ? was lower in the left hemisphere, which suggests either a higher organization of the fibers or an advanced ''true'' myelination. In the left segment between the cerebral peduncles and the posterior limb of the internal capsule, FA was higher and <D > and k ? were lower, which is likely to rely on an advanced ''true'' myelination. In the following segment, below the low centrum semiovale, <D > was lower on the left, as the result of an advance in the first stages of myelination or in the ''true'' myelination. No asymmetry was observed in the most superior segment, between the low and high centrum semiovale. To sum up, a more advanced maturation stage was observed in the left cortico-spinal tract between the midbrain and the low part of centrum semiovale.
Other Asymmetries in the Developing Brain
The voxel-based analysis of FA (Analysis A) showed 4 other significant asymmetrical regions (Fig. 2d ). The clusters with higher FA were located in the left deep frontal white matter (cluster no. 2 of 405 voxels, t = 9.22/P FDR-corr < 0.001), the left anterior part of the calcarine fissure (cluster no. 4 of 67 voxels, t = 6.83/P FDR-corr = 0.001), the left thalamus ventral or anterior ventral nucleus (cluster no. 5 of 58 voxels, t = 6.47/P FDR-corr = 0.001) and the right anterior insula (cluster no. 6 of 78 voxels, t = 5.74/P FDR-corr = 0.004).
Discussion
In this in vivo DTI study of the developing brain, we highlighted interhemispheric structural asymmetries in different cerebral areas, but most notably in 2 white matter networks that sustain asymmetrical functions in human adults, the language-related and sensori-motor networks. Both a global comparison using Note: The statistically asymmetrical clusters (P FDR-corr \ 0.05 at the voxel level, P corr \ 0.001 at the cluster-level, clusters of at least 55 voxels), which have a higher FA in the left (L) or right (R, italic font) hemisphere, are outlined in order of significance, with their localization, number of voxels, t value at local maxima, with P value in parenthesis after correction for multiple comparisons with FDR approach.
voxel-based analysis of FA and specific comparisons of localization and of DTI indices on the individualized tracts revealed left--right differences in these 2 networks already during the first postnatal weeks, with no evolution in the amplitude of these differences during the considered time period (3.9--18.4 weeks). Arcuate Fasciculus Asymmetry and Development of the Language-Related Network All analyses on arcuate fasciculus localization, geometry, and diffusion indices revealed an asymmetry in the temporal region of the arcuate fasciculus, reflecting interhemispheric differences in the macro-and microstructure. In addition, higher FA was observed in the left parietal segment of the fasciculus (Analysis C), which was not detected with the whole brain voxel-based approach (Analysis A) probably because the latter compared all left and right voxels of the brain, whereas a robust For a better delineation, the right image shows this significant cluster (in red) superimposed to the FA template and to the arcuate fasciculus (af) probability map (in blue scale from 0.1 to 1). Note: The statistical significance (t and P values) of asymmetries for the 4 diffusion indices quantified on average over the fascicle segments (arcuate fasciculus and cortico-spinal tract) is outlined (at the level of P \ 0.05 after FDR correction, ns: not significant). A positive t value corresponds to a higher index in the left hemisphere, and a negative one to a higher index in the right hemisphere (italic font). Abbreviations: cp: cerebral peduncles, plic: posterior limb of the internal capsule, lcs/hcs: low/high centrum semiovale.
averaging of the indices over the segment may be needed to uncover subtle differences. In the whole brain voxel-based analysis of FA asymmetry (Analysis A), the most asymmetrical cluster, detected in the left temporal region of the arcuate fasciculus, appeared very similar to the results observed in adults (Buchel et al. 2004) . However, in our study, this asymmetry may reflect the combined effects of higher longitudinal diffusivity (Analysis C) and of left--right differences in tract anatomical localization and geometry (Analysis B), as probability maps revealed a more posterior and larger left segment.
The early macroscopic asymmetry in the temporal arcuate fasciculus is probably related to asymmetries of the superior temporal sulcus, sylvian fissure, and planum temporale observed in the fetal and newborn brain (Witelson and Pallie 1973) . During prenatal life, right sulci, among which the superior temporal sulcus, usually appear before their left counterpart (Chi et al. 1977) . Furthermore, the surface of the right superior temporal sulcus is larger in preterm newborns (Dubois et al. 2007) , the sylvian fissure is shorter and steeper on the right (Sowell et al. 2002) , and the planum temporale is larger on the left side already in fetuses (Witelson and Pallie 1973; Chi et al. 1977) . Thus, in the developing brain, the superior and posterior temporal regions are at the epicenter of major left--right differences.
Beyond macroscopic geometrical asymmetries, we also observed left--right differences in the microstructure of the arcuate fasciculus. In the left temporal segment, higher <D >, and k // (Analysis C) suggested a delayed ''pre''-myelination stage on that side. This contrasts with the higher FA detected in the left parietal segment of the tract, which is rather related to a higher organization of parallel fibers than to an advanced ''true'' myelination, as this region matures slowly during early childhood (Pujol et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2007 ) until late adolescence (Paus et al. 1999) . These assumptions on the mechanisms underlying asymmetries should nevertheless be confirmed over a larger cohort of infants as congruent results were not obtained over all diffusion indices (Table 1 ). Our observations are however in agreement with a recent study, which showed a higher FA in the left fronto-temporal segment and right fronto-parietal segment of the fasciculus in children between 6 and 17 years old (Eluvathingal et al. 2007) .
In summary, the asymmetry of the arcuate fasciculus is already present in early life, in terms of localization, organization, and maturation. Do these early structural asymmetries of the arcuate fasciculus sustain the developing functional lateralization of language perception? Although many DTI studies have underlined asymmetries of the arcuate fasciculus in adults, with a more extensive connectivity on the left side (Nucifora et al. 2005; Parker et al. 2005; Powell et al. 2006; Catani et al. 2007; Vernooij et al. 2007 ), the correlations with functional lateralization are still controversial (Powell et al. 2006 , Vernooij et al. 2007 ). Dichotic listening (Bertoncini et al. 1989) and functional brain imaging studies in infants (Dehaene-Lambertz 2000; Dehaene-Lambertz et al. 2002; Pen˜a et al. 2003 ; DehaeneLambertz, Hertz-Pannier, Dubois, Meriaux, et al. 2006) suggest that speech processing is biased toward the left hemisphere early on. Furthermore, the left frontal area, although immature, is already activated by speech perception at this age especially when short-term verbal memory is solicited by the experimental task (Dehaene-Lambertz, Hertz-Pannier, Dubois, Meriaux, et al. 2006) . These findings suggest an early efficient temporo-parietofrontal connection through the left arcuate fasciculus. The particular organization and maturation of the left fasciculus may thus sustain the progressive development of the speech perception--production network.
Cortico-Spinal Tract Asymmetry and Development of Sensori-Motor Functions
Although the whole cortico-spinal tract appeared to have a strictly similar geometry, size and localization on both sides (Analysis B), higher FA was revealed in the left relative to the right inferior region between the cerebral peduncles and the posterior limb of the internal capsule (Analyses A and C). In the midbrain and in the segment between the internal capsule and the low centrum semiovale, the analysis of DTI indices within the tract (Analysis C) also detected asymmetries which were not detected with the FA voxel-based method (Analysis A), probably because of lower sensitivity of this technique to subtle differences, as discussed for the arcuate fasciculus. Because the cortico-spinal tract reconstructed by tractography was larger than the image spatial resolution, and because similar tract volumes were observed in the left and right hemispheres, asymmetries of diffusion indices cannot be attributed to Table 3 , ns: not significant). Abbreviations: cp: cerebral peduncles, plic: posterior limb of the internal capsule, lcs/hcs: low/high centrum semiovale.
asymmetrical tract thickness triggering different partial volume effects between the tract and surrounding tissue.
Asymmetries in the 3 lower segments of the cortico-spinal tract concern different diffusion indices and can be explained by various biophysical phenomena as outlined in Table 1: higher fibers organization or advanced ''true'' myelination in the left midbrain, advanced ''true'' myelination between the left cerebral peduncles and posterior limb of the internal capsule, and advanced ''pre-'' or ''true'' myelination in the left centrum semiovale. As the tract is made of continuous fibers, the cause of the asymmetries at different levels of the tract is likely to be the same and related to an advanced myelination on the left in comparison with the right.
It is interesting to note that asymmetry may have a specific spatial spread over the cortico-spinal tract, as we respectively detected 1) an asymmetry in FA, but not in <D > in the midbrain, 2) asymmetries in <D > and FA between the cerebral peduncles and the internal capsule, 3) only an asymmetry in <D > between the internal capsule and the low centrum semiovale, and 4) no asymmetry in the upper portion of the tract. Post-mortem studies have described that the myelination sequence extends between the third trimester of gestation and the first postnatal months in the cortico-spinal tract (Brody et al. 1987; Kinney et al. 1988) . Furthermore, because myelination progresses from the neuron body to the periphery (McCart and Henry 1994) and starts in sensory pathways before motor pathways (Yakovlev and Lecours 1967) , changes in white matter intensity are observed in T 1 -weighted MRI images in the midbrain and posterior limb of the internal capsule before the centrum semiovale and subcortical white matter (McArdle et al. 1987 ). As we showed in a previous paper that mean diffusivity reflects white matter maturation earlier than FA (Dubois et al. 2008 ), our present results likely suggest that the maturation of the somatosensory fibers in the cortico-spinal tract is observed in this age range, and that the asymmetry in myelination in favor of the left side progresses from the inferior to the superior regions: myelination on the right begins to catch up the left one in the midbrain, where no more asymmetry in <D > was observed, whereas the asymmetry is only starting above the posterior limb of the internal capsule, where only an asymmetry in <D > was observed.
Previous studies already described structural asymmetries of the cortico-spinal tract in the more mature brain. In children from 6 to 17 years old, FA measured over the whole tract is higher on the left side (Eluvathingal et al. 2007 ). In adults, significant differences in DTI indices (higher FA and lower <D > on the left) have been observed at the level of the posterior limb of the internal capsule (Westerhausen et al. 2007) . The cortico-spinal tract also appears thicker (Rademacher, Burgel, et al. 2001 ) and the subcortical white matter more anisotropic in the precentral region contra-lateral to the predominant hand (Buchel et al. 2004 ), but the overall DTIbased relative fiber density is not different between both hemispheres (Nucifora et al. 2005) .
It is not possible to conclude whether this observed advance of maturation in the left cortico-spinal tract is at the origin of behavioral asymmetry. Although individual children do not show reliable evidence of hand preference in voluntary movements before the second postnatal year, some studies have revealed a slight right preference for spontaneous movements at a group level from the last trimester of gestation on (Hepper et al. 1991 ), but these results have not been consistently reproduced. This right side preference might be related to structural differences between the left and right sensori-motor cortical organization, and/or to an asymmetrical position within the womb which frees the right side (Hepper et al. 2005) , and/or to an environment in which heavily right handed biased parents favor one side (Leconte and Fagard 2004) . Using functional MRI (fMRI), Erberich et al. (2006) found no difference between ipsi-and contra-lateral responses during passive hand stimulations in newborns, contrarily to older infants who display asymmetrical responses favoring the contra-lateral side. In this study, we did not observe an increase of structural asymmetry in the 15-weeks age range studied, suggesting no obvious change at least during the first postnatal weeks, in contrast with functional asymmetry. More data are needed in order to understand the relationship between these different behavioral, functional and structural markers. Be that as it may, our results confirm an indisputable early structural asymmetry in the human sensori-motor network, which is present before a robust asymmetrical use of the right hand.
Other Asymmetries of the Developing Brain Using the whole brain voxel-based analysis in FA, other cerebral regions were found to be significantly asymmetrical in infants, but we here focused on the language-related and sensori-motor networks. Further analyses should be considered to precise the localization of these regions, their functional implication and significance in the developing brain, and to understand the underlying mechanisms of such asymmetries in terms of maturation, organization or geometry processes.
Methodological Issues
In this study, complementary methods of asymmetries analysis in local diffusion indices and fascicles localization were used in order to reach a reliable interpretation of the interhemispheric differences of the arcuate fasciculus and cortico-spinal tract. Each method presented distinct advantages and drawbacks.
The FA voxel-based analysis (Analysis A) was used to underline interhemispheric asymmetries without a priori hypotheses on their anatomical localization (Barnea-Goraly et al. 2005) . However, the DTI normalization procedure is still controversial (Jones et al. 2005) and challenging in infants because of brain growth. Here we used a special procedure optimized for the infants group, based on the creation of a specific FA template, which enabled to globally take into account macroscopic interhemispheric differences, such as frontal and occipital petalias. The insufficient realignment of the left and right arcuate fascicles by the normalization process probably results from 3 factors. First, the tract was larger, with 2 branches, on the left side. Second, the localization of the posterior part of the sylvian fissure is asymmetrical, i.e. more superior on the right side in adults and children (Sowell et al. 2002) , implying a posterior shift of the left temporal region, including the arcuate fasciculus. Third, immature white matter bundles with low FA are difficult to realign precisely, as close FA values in both the tract and the surrounding tissues result in a low local contrast in the FA template. On the contrary, the normalization was sufficient to precisely realign the corticospinal tract, because of its stable localization in the brain central regions and its relatively high FA compared with surrounding tissue. In this perspective, applying more refined registration approaches like Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (Smith et al. 2006; Anjari et al. 2007 ) could have been considered in the developing brain, but limitations related to the asymmetrical tract size would have probably remained. Such issue thus underlined the necessity to correlate complementary methods before interpreting asymmetry results from FA voxel-based analysis.
The voxel-based analysis of tract localization and geometry (Analysis B) was used to outline the 3D macroscopic asymmetry of the tracts. The individual analysis of diffusion indices within the tracts (Analysis C) seemed most sensitive for the detection of asymmetries. However, the tractography method, which requires manual drawing of regions for seed placement and tract selection, is time-consuming and user-dependent. Moreover, it focuses on specific bundles and asymmetries in the frontal arcuate fasciculus could not be evaluated because this tract segment was not reliably reconstructed in all infants.
Consequently, all 3 methods were complementary for the study of brain asymmetries, and provided a reliable evaluation of the interhemispheric differences in the immature arcuate fasciculus and cortico-spinal tract. Whereas this study cannot disentangle whether these structural asymmetries are the cause or consequence of the developing functional asymmetries, it will serve as a basis for further correlations with later functional scores.
Conclusion
In this DTI study in infants, we demonstrated early interhemispheric leftward asymmetries in the microstructure and maturation of both the arcuate fasciculus and cortico-spinal tract, in addition to macroscopic left--right differences in the former. These results provide new and unique data which support the hypothesis that the development of functional lateralization of language-related and sensori-motor networks during infancy and childhood is related to early structural processes that take place in the immature brain before sustained exposure to environmental stimulations.
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